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Abstract Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) based piezoelec-

tric ceramics with a composition of (Pb0.99-3x/2Lax)

(Zr0.95Ti0.05)0.98Nb0.02O3 where x = 0.0, 0.004, 0.005 and

0.006 were synthesized using conventional solid state sin-

tering at 1250, 1275 and 1300 �C. The effect of lanthanum
substitution on the microstructure, dielectric and piezo-

electric properties of the samples were studied. The results

showed that lanthanum substitution was beneficial for

densification of the samples during sintering and the sam-

ples with 0.6 mol% lanthanum exhibited the maximum

density of 7.59 g/cm3 when sintered at 1275 �C. Moreover,

the piezoelectric coefficients (d33) and (d31), voltage

coefficients (g33) and (g31), relative dielectric constant (er),
dielectric loss (tand) and electromechanical coupling

coefficient (kp) of the samples reached the optimal values

of 70 and -15 PC/N, 25.50 9 10-3 and -5.36 9

10-3 Vm/m, 310, 0.025 and 0.163, respectively at 0.4 mol

lanthanum substitution. Furthermore, the elastic compli-

ances (S11
E ) and (S12

E ), the Poisson’s ratio (r), The Young’s
modulus (Y11

E ), the sound velocity (v) and the mechanical

quality factor (Qm) of the samples reached the optimal

values of 7.93 and -2.01 9 10-12 m2/N, 0.2535 and

126 9 109 N/m2, 4079 m/s and 304, respectively for the

same samples. The results indicate that the lanthanum

doped PZTN ceramics can be hopefully used for pulsed

power devices.

1 Introduction

PZT ceramics may often be modified with the introducing

donor and acceptor additives to create ‘soft’ and ‘hard’

PZT materials [1–3]. Since the end of the 1950s, the idea of

using shocked ferroelectrics for generation of pulsed high

voltages and currents was widely discussed in the literature

[4]. A series of experiments demonstrated that ferroelectric

generators (FEGs) based on smaller high-energy density

PZT 95/5 ferroelectrics are capable of producing the output

voltage two times higher than those based on PZT 52/48

ones [5].

Lead zirconate titanate Pb(ZrxTi1-x)O3 with Zr:Ti ratio

of 95:5 (PZT 95/5) and with the perovskite type structure

(general formula ABO3) is an important ferroelectric

material, and undergoes a phase transition from ferroelec-

tric (FE) to antiferroelectric (AFE) state under a relatively

low stress to produce a large pulse of current or voltage,

resulting in many interesting applications such as shock-

wave power supplies and neutron generator power supplies

[6]. Both the transformation pressure and the amount of

charge released during hydrostatic depoling of polarizable

deformable PZT95/5 ceramics decrease with decreasing

bulk density. These changes are attributed to the decrease

in the bulk modulus associated with the decrease the in

bulk density [5]. Bulk density of 7.75 g/cm3, electrome-

chanical coupling coefficient of 0.0182, and elastic com-

pliances S11
E and S12

E of 7.68 and -1.97 9 10-12 m2/N,

respectively, sound velocity of 4194 m/s, Poisson’s ratio of

0.2572, Young’s modulus of 130 9 109 N/m2, the relative

dielectric constant and loss of 300 and 0.02%, respectively

and piezoelectric coefficients d33 and d31 of 68 and

-16 PC/N, respectively, voltage coefficients g33 and g31 of

26.28 and -5.99 9 10-3 Vm/N, respectively were the
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typical properties of the niobium modified PZT 95/5 fer-

roelectrics [4].

It is known that the chemical composition of PZT is

difficult to control due to PbO evaporation at high tem-

peratures. Furthermore, PZT ceramics with higher Zr:Ti

ratios have some difficulties in densification [7], leading to

a lower performance.

A great deal of effort has been made during the last

decades to reduce the sintering temperature of PZT, while

retaining proper ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties.

Through these efforts, many dopants have been examined

for enhancing densification and improving performance.

Especially, donor dopants, such as Nb5? [8, 9], W6? [10],

Nd3? [11] and La3? [12, 13] have been investigated. Up to

now, a special and extensive attention has been given to the

PZT with x * 0.53 [14, 15], which corresponds to the

morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) composition. How-

ever, research on the La-doped Pb0.99 (Zr0.95Ti0.05)0.98-
Nb0.02O3 (PZTN 95/5/2) ceramics adapted from Fritz [16]

has rarely been reported.

In this work, La-doped PZTN 95/5/2 ceramics were

prepared via the solid state route. Lanthanum was exploi-

ted, hoping it would bring the double effects; that is the

‘‘volume effect’’ and the ‘‘charge effect’’. Then the sin-

tering behavior and the dielectric and piezoelectric prop-

erties of the resulted La-doped PZTN 95/5/2 ceramics were

studied in detail.

2 Experimental

The samples with the general formula (Pb0.99-3x/2Lax)

(Zr0.95Ti0.05)0.98Nb0.02O3 where x was 0, 0.4, 0.5 and

0.6 mol%, respectively, were fabricated using the solid

state method with the related oxide powders. The raw

materials were all oxide powders of analytical grade. These

powders were mixed and milled in planetary fast mill, with

a zirconia jar (V = 250 cm3) and balls (d = 15 mm). The

ball-to-powder weight ratio was 15:1, powder quantity was

40 g, milling speed was 300 rpm and milling time was

20 min. Distilled water was used as the media. The sus-

pensions were dried and calcined at 900 �C for 2 h. The

calcined powders were then ball-milled again for 20 min to

crash the agglomerates and achieve a submicron particle

size distribution.

After granulation using a solution of polyvinyl alcohol

as a binder, the as-synthesized samples were uniaxially

pressed into discs of 10 mm diameter and about 4 mm

thickness at a pressure of 120 MPa. After the binder

burnout, the pressed samples were subsequently sintered in

sealed alumina crucibles with a PbO rich atmosphere

buffer at three sintering temperatures of 1250, 1275 and

1300 �C for 2 h. The sintered samples were polished and

lapped to the final dimensions of 9 mm diameter and 2 mm

thickness and coated with silver paste as electrodes. The

ceramic samples were polarized under a direct current field

of 2 kV/mm at 120 �C in a silicone oil bath for 20 min.

The bulk density of the sintered samples was measured

by the Archimedes’ method using water. The crystal

structure of the calcined powders was analyzed using an X-

ray diffractometer (XRD, GNR-Model Explorer). The

microstructure was investigated with a scanning electron

microscope (SEM, Model VEGA\\TESCAN). The dielec-

tric properties were studied by measuring the capacitance

and dielectric loss at 1 kHz at the room temperature using

an impedance-gain analyzer (IGA, Model HP4194A).

Dielectric constant was computed using the specimen

dimensions and the vacuum permittivity (e0 = 8.854 9

10-12 F/m1). The piezoelectric constant (d33) was mea-

sured using a d33 meter (Model KCF-3500) at 110 Hz. The

kp and Qm were determined by the resonance/anti-reso-

nance frequencies method according to the IRE standards

using a HP4194A impedance analyzer. The parameters kp
and Qm were related to the resonance/anti-resonance fre-

quencies by the following expressions [17]:

kp ¼ fa � frð Þ= 0:395fr þ 0:574 fa � frð Þð Þ½ �1=2

Qm ¼ f2a=2pZmCfr f2a � f2r
� �

where fr is the resonant frequency and fa is the anti-reso-

nant frequency in the fundamental vibration mode. Where

fr is the resonant frequency and fa is the anti-resonant

frequency in the fundamental vibration mode. Zm and C

represent the resonant impedance and the capacitance on

the mechanical branch of the equivalent circuit, respec-

tively. The elastic compliances S11
E and S12

E , the Poisson’s

ratio (r), the Young’s modulus (Y11
E ), the sound velocity

(v) and the piezoelectric coefficient (d31) were determined

by measuring the fundamental resonance frequencies of the

two radial and thickness extension modes by the following

expressions [1]:

SE11 ¼ 2tfrtð Þ�2=q

SE12 ¼ � pDfrrð Þ�2=q

r ¼ �SE12=S
E
11

v ¼ q SE11
� ��1=2

YE
11 ¼ 1=SE11

d31 ¼ kp SE11 þ SE12
� �

e0erÞ=2
� �1=2

where frr and frt are the resonant frequencies in the two

radial and thickness extension modes, respectively. t, D, q
and er are thickness, diameter, bulk density and the

dielectric constant of samples, respectively.

The voltage coefficients (g33) and (g31) were computed

by the following expressions [1]:
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g33 ¼ d33=e0er
g31 ¼ d31=e0er

where d33, d31, and er are the piezoelectric coefficients and
the dielectric constant of tne samples, respectively. e0 is the
vacuum permittivity.

3 Result and discussion

3.1 Sintering behavior

It is known that the addition of dopants substituting A- or

B-site atoms can cause a strong reduction of the grain size.

This ‘‘grain growth inhibition effect’’ has been attributed

to the segregation of the additives in the near grain

boundary region. The main densification mechanism is

volume diffusion, which is controlled by the number of

vacancies [18].

The La ions will substitute the Pb ions on the A site of

the perovskite structure. Then to conserve the electron

neutrality, Pb vacancies are created, which enhance the

volume diffusion and consequently the final densities.

Figure 1 shows the change of bulk density as a function

of lanthanum content for the three temperatures investi-

gated. As observed, the density values of pure and La-

doped samples sintered at 1300 �C are lower compared to

the ones sintered at 1250 and 1275 �C, due to the PbO

evaporation, and the bulk density of La-doped samples are

less due to the rise in Pb vacancy concentration. The

density of the samples sintered at 1250 and 1275 �C
increased with lanthanum content, with the maximum

values obtained at 0.6 mol% lanthanum. Moreover, the

doped samples with 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 mol% La reached

higher density values at 1275 �C compared to the ones

sintered at 1250 and 1300 �C. The optimum density of

about 7.59 g/cm3 was recorded for PZTN 95/5/2 ceramics

doping with 0.6 mol% lanthanum at the sintering temper-

ature of 1275 �C. The results indicate that lanthanum

addition could enhance the densification and reduce the

sintering temperature of PZTN 95/5/2 ceramics. This

phenomenon could be explained in terms of vacancy con-

centrations, which control the volume diffusion during

densification. At the thermodynamic equilibrium, a certain

number of Pb vacancies exist in pure materials. Impurities

in the raw materials as well as those picked-up during

powder processing will further increase the ‘‘equilibrium’’‘

vacancy concentration.

The Pb vacancy concentration in the pure PZTN 95/5/2

ceramics is high enough to obtain a high densification rate

[19] with a resulting final bulk density of 7.42 g/cm3. La-

doped PZTN 95/5/2 specimens have a significant amount

of Pb vacancies in order to achieve the electron neutrality

condition and as a consequence enhances volume diffusion

and final bulk density of 7.59 g/cm3 (Fig. 1).

3.2 Phase and microstructure analysis

The XRD patterns of the calcined powders are shown in

Fig. 2. The sharp peaks indicate the formation of the single

perovskite phase. The XRD pattern of the undoped sample

shows the existence of the rhombohedral phase. XRD results

are in agreementwith the literature [20–22]. It is known from

the literature that in the case of Zr-rich PLZT materials, La

mainly replaces Pb, creating vacancies in the sublattice. The

La sites are also considered as donors, whereas Pb vacancies

behave as acceptors. The La-Pb pairs can also be considered

Fig. 1 The variation of bulk density with lanthanum content at 1250,

1275 and 1300 �C
Fig. 2 The XRD patterns of calcined powder of (Pb0.99-3x/2Lax)

(Zr0.95Ti0.05)0.98Nb0.02O3 with different x values
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as dipoles giving rise to dipolar polarization. In the vicinities

of the AFE-FE phase transition, they can play the role of

nucleation centers of FE domains similar to the Nb5?-Pb

dipoles in the Nb-doped PbZrO3, and PZT ceramics. As the

La content increased, the diffraction peak positions gradu-

ally shifted toward smaller angles.

Due to the smaller electronegativity of the La3? ions

(1.10) in comparison to the Pb2? ions (2.33) [23], the

oxygen atoms are less displaced and the contribution of the

LaO dipoles on the polarizability is smaller.

The lanthanum substitution in the samples affected the

microstructure of the specimens. The SEM photographs of

the fractured surfaces of the samples sintered at 1275 �C
are presented in Fig. 3a–d. The samples with 0.6 mol%

La3? ions exhibit better densification, which is in agree-

ment with the density measurement results.

Moreover, the doped samples had finer microstructures.

The grain size distributions of ceramics are quantitatively

characterized by Clemex Vision software. The distribution

parameters of the grain diameter for the different ceramics

are listed in Table 1.

The average grain size and the standard deviation for

La-doped ceramics are less than that of La free ceramics. It

is known that the addition of dopants substituting A- or

B-site atoms can cause a strong reduction of the grain size.

This ‘‘grain growth inhibition effect’’ has been attributed

to the pinning effect of the segregated additives at the grain

boundary, without any corroborating evidence as pointed

out by Hammer and Hoffmann [18].

3.3 The dielectric and piezoelectric properties

Figure 4a, b illustrates the relative dielectric constant and

dielectric loss of the samples sintered at 1250 and 1275 �C.
It is observed that increasing the lanthanum content

enhanced the relative dielectric constant and reduces the

Fig. 3 The SEM photomicrographs of the fractured surfaces of the specimens sintered at 1275 �C a 0.0, b 0.4, c 0.5 and d 0.6 mol% La
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loss factor (tand). It is known that increasing densification

causes an increase in the relative dielectric constant and a

decrease in the dielectric loss as a result of the reduction in

pore content. Therefore, when 0.6 mol% lanthanum was

doped, the maximum value of dielectric constant and the

minimum dielectric loss were obtained due to the maxi-

mum density. Of course, the higher er for the doped sam-

ples compared to the undoped one has also been attributed

to a higher domain wall motion due to a higher Pb vacancy

concentration [18].

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the piezoelectric coefficients

d33, d31 and the planar electromechanical coupling coeffi-

cient kp for the samples sintered at 1250 and 1275 �C.
As observed, with increasing La content, the piezoelectric

coefficients d33, d31 and the planar electromechanical coupling

kp of the La-doped PZTN 95/5/2 ceramics increased greatly,

reaching the maxima at 0.4 mol% La, above which, the values

of d33, d31and kp decreased.

It is well known that La addition may control the

piezoelectric, dielectric, and ferroelectric properties [1]. It

was revealed that La2O3 as a donor type dopant, enters the

A lattice site and thus causes Pb2? vacancies in the PZT

system due to the valence discrepancy. Due to the increase

Table 1 Distribution

parameters of the grain size for

the different ceramics

La (mol%) Minimum (lm) Maximum (lm) Average (lm) SD

0.0 2.0 10.2 4.53 1.70

0.4 0.5 8.1 2.98 1.51

0.5 0.8 7.1 3.31 1.38

0.6 0.7 6.0 3.18 1.15

Fig. 4 The variation of relative dielectric constant and dielectric loss

(tand) with lanthanum content at a 1250 and b 1275 �C

Fig. 5 The variation of the charge coefficient (d33) with lanthanum

content at 1250 and 1275 �C

Fig. 6 The variation of the charge coefficient (d31) with lanthanum

content at 1250 and 1275 �C
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of Pb2? vacancies, the movement of the ferroelectric

domain walls can be promoted, which will consequently

cause the drop of lattice stresses, leading to the improve-

ment of d33, d31 and kp [18]. However, with excessive

lanthanum addition, the excess La3? ions may segregate in

the grain boundaries and prevent the ferroelectric domain

from switching over in the process of polarization, leading

to the decline of d33, d31 and kp [18].

The maximum values of d33 (70 PC/N), d31 (~-15 PC/

N) and kp (0.163) were obtained at 0.4 mol% lanthanum

content.

The voltage coefficients (g33 and g31) and mechanical

quality factor (Qm) of the samples sintered at 1275 �C are

given in Table 2. As observed, increasing La content,

enhanced the voltage coefficient (g33) and mechanical

quality factor (Qm) and reduces the voltage coefficient

(g31). g33 and Qm of the La-doped PZTN 95/5/2 samples

increased greatly, reaching the maxima at 0.4 mol% La,

above which, the values of g33 and Qm decreased.

A comparison between the results found in the literature

and those of the present work is given in Table 3.

The elastic constants and sound velocity of the samples

sintered at 1275 �C are given in Table 4. It is observed that

increasing the lanthanum content enhanced the elastic

module, Poisson’s ratio and sound velocity. It is known

that increasing densification causes an increase in the

elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio as a result of the

Fig. 7 The variation of the planar electromechanical coupling

coefficient (kp) with lanthanum content at 1250 and 1275 �C

Table 2 The voltage coefficients (g33 and g31) and mechanical

quality factor (Qm) of the samples sintered at 1275 �C

La (mol%) g33 (10
-3 Vm/N) g31 (10

-3 Vm/N) Qm (radial)

0.0 25.46 -5.72 227

0.4 25.50 -5.36 304

0.5 24.61 -5.18 302

0.6 23.81 -5.05 300

Table 3 The effect of various dopants on dielectric and piezoelectric properties of PZTN 95/5/2

Dopants Sintering temperature (�C) er (at 1 kHz) d33 (10
-12 C/N) g33 (10

-3 Vm/N) Refs.

0.0 wt% CuO 1350 300 68 26.28 [4]

0.0 wt% CuO 1150 297 16 6.08 [20]

0.0 wt% CuO 1350 288 66 25.88 [20]

0.2 wt% CuO 1150 329 64 21.97 [20]

0.4 wt% CuO 1150 313 61 22.01 [20]

0.0 wt% MgO 1330 – 65 – [24]

0.2 wt% MgO 1330 – 58 – [24]

0.0 mol% La 1250 280 61 24.61 Present paper

0.4 mol% La 1250 282 65 26.03 Present paper

0.0 mol% La 1275 288 65 25.46 Present paper

0.4 mol% La 1275 310 70 25.50 Present paper

Table 4 The elastic constants

and sound velocity of ceramics

sintered at 1275 �C

La (mol%) S11
E (10-12 m2/N) S12

E (10-12 m2/N) r Y11
E (109 N/m2) v (m/s)

0.0 8.47 -2.07 0.2444 118.0 3988

0.4 7.93 -2.01 0.2535 126.1 4079

0.5 7.92 -2.01 0.2538 126.3 4082

0.6 7.83 -1.99 0.2542 127.7 4102
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reduction in the pore content. Therefore, when 0.6 mol%

lanthanum was doped, the maximum value of Y11
E , r and v

were obtained due to the maximum density.

The results show that the incorporation of the lanthanum

to the perovskite structure promotes the Pb vacancies (A

site) and may likely have an intense effect on the domain

motions, because of the expansion in the unit cell in the

direction of the polarization [19]. The increase of the lan-

thanum concentration increases the A-site vacancies con-

centration and a higher ferroelectric domain motion [1, 19].

Therefore a higher fraction of the electrical energy is

converted into mechanical energy when the material is

used for transducer application.

La substitution ([0.6 mol%) was not studied, since the

decrease in the piezoelectric charge coefficients (d33 and

d31) (Figs. 5, 6), the planar electromechanical coupling

coefficient (kp) (Fig. 7), the voltage coefficients (g33, g31)

and the mechanical quality factor (Qm) (Table 2) were

observed.

4 Conclusions

A significant improvement in the piezoelectric properties

of PZT–Nb5? (Zr:Ti = 95: 5) samples doped with La3?

was achieved. Grain size decreased with the increase of La

substitution, where the highest grain size was observed in

the La free composition.

The lanthanum substitution evidently promoted the

density and reduced the sintering temperature of the PZTN

95/5/2 samples. The samples with 0.6 mol% La3? addition

exhibited the highest density and the elastic modulus at the

sintering temperature of 1275 �C. The samples sintered at

1275 �C with 0.4 mol% La3? addition had the optimum

elastic constants and dielectric and piezoelectric properties.

The best values of d33, d31, g33, g31, er, tan d, kp, S11
E , S12

E ,

r, Y11
E , v and Qm of the samples reached the optimal values

of 70 and -15 PC/N, 25.50 9 10-3 and -5.36 9

10-3 Vm/m, 310, 0.025, 0.163,7.93 and -2.01 9

10-12 m2/N, 0.2535, 126 9 109 N/m2, 4079 m/s and 304,

respectively at 0.4 mol lanthanum substitution, which are

promising for shock-wave and neutron generator power

supplies.
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